Introduction. An almost prime is a positive integer the number of whose prime divisors is bounded by a certain constant. The purpose of this paper is to deal with an existence problem of almost primes in a short arithmetic progression of integers. We shall prove the following Theorem. Let with some absolute constant $c_{2}>0$ . It is of some interest to compare our results presented above, though they are not the best possible, with a recent result of T. Tatuzawa [5] on the existence of a prime number $p$ satisfying $x<p\leqq 2x,$ $p\equiv l(mod k)$ and a celebrated theorem of Yu. V. Linnik conceming the upper bound for the least prime Our proof of the theorem is based essentially upon the general sieve methods due to A. Selberg. The deepest result which we shall refer to is: $\pi(x)=1ix+O(x\exp(-c_{3}(\log x)^{1/2}))$ with a positive constant $c_{3}$ , where $\pi(x)$ denotes, as usual, the number of primes not exceeding $x$ (in fact, a slightly weaker result will suffice for our purpose). Apart from this, the proof is entirely elementary.
Notations. Throughout in the following, an integer with $0\leqq l\leqq k-1,$ $(k, l)=1$ . The letters $p,$ $q$ are used to denote prime numbers and, $d,$ $m,$ $n,$ $r$ to denote positive integers. The functions $\mu(n)$ and $\varphi(n)$ are M\"obius' and Euler's functions, respectively. The function $g(n)$ is defined as follows: $g(1)=1$ and for $n>1g(n)=the$ greatest prime divisor of $n$ .
$s,$ $t,$ $u,$ $v,$ $w,$ $x,$ $y,$ $z$ will be used to Applying the 'lower' sieve of A. Selberg (see [2] and [7] ), we find that
where
It will be shown later that
and so we have, by Lemma 1,
We put
Then it is easily verified that
Lemma 2. We have
Proof. We have only to prove that
$=o(\frac{1}{z}\log z\log k_{\log\log 3k)=o(\frac{\log\log 3k}{z})}$ from which follows (1) Proof. The left-hand side is equal to Proof. H. N. Shapiro and J. Warga [4: Appendix I] have proved that
Using this inequality we obtain
Define the function $\rho(s)$ by the following properties:
Then the following result has been proved by N. G. de Bruijn [1] : Lemma 6. Let $u>0,$ $v\geqq 2$ , and put $t=(\log u)/\log v$ . Then we have
and, more precisely,
where $P(v)$ is a function satisfying
As to the function $\rho(s)$ itself, it is not difficult to prove the following result, which is known as a lemma of N. C. Ankeny:
For a proof of this result see [8] . 4 . Evaluation of $S_{1}$ . We are now going to find an explicit lower bound for $S_{1}$ on the basis of Lemma 2. . By partial summation we get
where $c_{5}=\frac{1}{2}-\epsilon-\frac{1}{2\alpha}$ . By Lemma 6 we have
Case 2 :
$\exp(\log y)^{\dot{B}}<p\leqq z_{z}$ . We have
since we have, by Lemma 4,
Now, by partial summation, we have
Here, by Lemma 6, we find that where we have used the inequality $\sum_{z_{3}<p\leqq z_{2}}\frac{l}{p\log^{?}p}=O(\sum_{\pi(z_{3})<n\leqq\pi(z_{2})}\frac{l}{n\log^{3}n})=O(\frac{1}{\log^{2}z_{3}})$ .
We now assume that $\gamma 4\leqq\gamma\leqq 10$ , be integral. Write $J_{\nu}$ for the interval $y^{1/\nu+1}<p\leqq y^{1/\nu}(\nu\geqq\gamma)$ . Then, since the function $B(t)$ is monotone decreasing, Thus we obtain
We have similarly where it should be noticed that we have uniformly
Collecting these results, we thus obtain, via Lemma 2, the following Lemma 8. We have
$+O(\frac{N(\log\log 3k)^{3}}{y^{1/4}\log y})+O(y^{1-2}(\log\log 3k)^{2})$ . We thus have proved the following Lemma 9. We have
6. Numerical computations. We need the following easy lemma, a part of which has already been used in the proof of Lemmas 8 and 9. We. now choose $\epsilon=\frac{1}{7}$ and take $\alpha=4$ , $\beta=2$ , and $\gamma=10$ .
Our aim in this section is to compute numerically two integrals and a sum appearing in Lemmas 8 and 9.
(i) Computation of
The integral is equal to
where the first integral is found to be The proof of these estimates of the remainder term $R$ can easily be carried out just in the same way as in [6] , and we shall omit the details (cf. also [7] ).
